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TRAIN LOADER
& RAIL SIDING

A key part of the project infrastructure is the railway siding and train loader
facilities. WCM has committed to move all coal by rail - either to steelworks in the
UK or Redcar Bulk Terminal on the East Coast for export to Europe.

The train loader would be located in the Pow Beck
Valley. The design is being finalised to be a low profile
building, fully enclosed to mitigate sound or dust
during loading of wagons; WCM aim to use the latest
rapid train loading technology to minimize loading
time noise impact during operations.

The drawing below shows the preferred rail siding
design, with one points connection to the existing
Cumbrian Coastal Railway only. WCM is working to
ensure that there is minimal impact to local residents
and that the installation is low key visually and fits into
the existing valley location.
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Train Loader Landscape Visual Impact Image - Viewpoint: West Lakes Science Park Bus top, A595 Egremont Road
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Coal Transportation to the Train Loader
A buried conveyor will be used to transfer coal product from the mine site storage dome to the train loader,
where a loading hopper will hold coal for loading into wagons.
A concrete pre-cast box culvert will be installed into a cut and cover trench, with the land being returned to
the condition it was in before installation.
At full production six return trains per day would be required for the movement of metallurgical coal
product. The trains will consist of between 21 to 25 coal wagons. WCM plans to run trains on Monday
through to Saturday in the daytime only.
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Buried Conveyor Route
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Examples of box culvert

